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A person who never made a mistake never tried anything new  

.I- Vocabulary 
A. Fill in the blanks with the words given. There is one extra word.    

superior – extreme – financial-  resources-vehicle –urban 
1- Mr.Irani locked his --------before entering the museum. 
2- People ask themselves “Who can solve these -------problems?” 
3- To design a web page you need some multimedia ----------- . 
4- He did exactly what his --------asked him to do. 
5- Death penalty is the -----form of a punishment. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Match the definition in column (A) with the words in column (B). There is one extra word in  -B
column(B). 
                       A                                                                                   B 

6- continue to live or exist    a- survive 
7- very poor part of a city    b- complex 
8-a small amount of something to test   c- forward 
9- not be successful     d- sample 
10- complicated      e- fail 
       f- slum  

 C. Choose the correct choice.  
11-The work will be carried out in --------. 
 1- phases  2- phrases  3- faces  4- layers 

12-“Would you please ----------- the letters to my new address?” The man said.  
 1- forward  2- e-mail  3- launch  4- compose 
13- He is not a reliable person since he changes his words --------------. 
 1- rarely  2- seldom  3- constantly  4- really 
14- Although she didn’t have any money, she started an open-air school for -----  children . 
 1- rich   2- homeless  3- private  4- public 
15- Our country is still --------from the effects of the war which ended in 1367. 
 1- exploring  2- transferring  3- suffering  4- embarrassing 
16-The company was responsible to collect the people’s -------- for the needy ones. 
 1- materials  2- substances  3- missionaries  4- charities 
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      D- Fill in the blanks with a suitable word of your own.( the first letter is given )     

      17- To move from one place to another  t----------------.  
     18- A center from which something is controlled is called "  b--------------- ".    
     19-Either of the two points top and bottom of the earth is called  p------------- .    
     20-" Needing to be done as often as possible because people enjoy it.  a----------------”  .    

 

II-Grammar 
A- Choose the correct answer. 
B- 21- Space exploration is the use of space travel ---------- discover the universe  
       beyond the Earth . 
 1- for   2- to    3- in order to  4- 2 and 3 
22- Missions have to be carefully designed --------- astronauts will be kept safe 
        from take off to landing. 
 1- so that  2- in order to  3- to    4- because of 
23-Many people are not able to use internet, --------it is available for the public. 
 1- since   2- thus   3- therefore  4- even though 
24- Some people are not ---------- to take immediate action during emergencies. 
 1- too fast  2- very fast  3- so fast 4- fast  enough 
25- You missed the train because you walked to the station. You -------a taxi or a bus. 
 1- should take  2- should have taken 3- must take  4- must have taken 
26-Asking questions can make the audience -------- on your speech. 
 1- to concentrate 2- concentrated  3- concentrates  4- concentrate 
 

 Combine the following sentences with the words given in parentheses. -B 
27- Hassan studied a lot . He didn’t pass the test.( even though) 
28- Ali is going to enroll in aerobic classes. He wants to be fit. (so that ) 
29- That dress was very expensive . Mrs. Jones couldn’t buy. ( so  ) 
30- We stopped to eat something. We were hungry. ( since ) 

 
 

 Write the correct form of the verbs in parentheses. -C 
 

31- I set the alarm clock so as --------late in the morning.(not get up ) 
 

 32- The diamond was not in its place , It must ----------------. ( steal ) 
 

33- The gases ----------by factories are harmful . ( release ) 
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III- Comprehension.  
Sentence Comprehension : Read the following sentences and choose the correct choice. -A   

 34- Most working children in rural areas are found in agriculture; urban children work in trade 
and services, with fewer in manufacturing, construction, and domestic services. It implies that  
   1- children in urban areas only work in trade 
   2- construction is not suitable for rural children 
   3- urban children mostly work in agriculture 
  4- domestic services can be done by rural children  
35- The Apollo missions landed 12 humans on the moon between 1967 and 1972.We can understand  
     from the sentence that --------------. 
  1-12 humans could land on the moon during the Apollo missions after the year 1972 
  2- Apollo missions are the names of probes 
  3- Humans could land Apollo missions on the moon 
  4- between the years 1967 and 1972 humans landed on the moon  
36- IT combines computing with high-speed communication links that carry data, sounds, and  
      videos. It says that ----------. 
   1- IT is the combination of high speed computers with communication links 
   2- the communication links are high speed which is combined with computing 
   3-  computing is some thing related to sounds and videos 
   4- sounds and data are carried by combination of computers and high speed links 
37- Soon voluntary helpers joined her, and financial support came from various church  
      organizations, as well as from the city officials. It means that ---------.  
a- only city officials helped her 
b- not only church organizations but also the city officials helped  her 
c- financial support came from the voluntary helpers  
d- Nobody helped her except the city officials and church organizations 
B: Cloze Passage  

suitable wordsFill in the blanks with     
 Edison was born -----38-----February 11, 1847, in Milan, Ohio, and ----39----- in Michigan. At an 
early age, he showed ----40----- of a serious hearing problem. This may have been the reason for 
Edison’s poor -----41----- at school. Edison did not do well there and was often -------42----- by the 
other children. Three months after starting school, Edison -----43-----. His mother was forced to 
teach him at home. Edison enjoyed reading chemistry books; ----44-----, he was a very interested 
observer of anything that was ----45---- - 
38- 1- at   2- on   3- in   4- to 
39- 1- kept up with  2- rose   3- grew up  4- built up 
40- 1- scenes  2- signs   3- samples  4- series 
41- 1- job   2- duty   3- feature  4- performance 
42- 1- annoyed  2- played  3- worked  4- taught 
43- 1- ran away  2- looked after  3- looked up  4- looked for 
44- 1- beside  2- besides  3- additional  4- beyond 
45- 1- contain  2- private  3- complex  4- complete 
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. Reading Comprehension: Passage C 
    Read the following passages and answer the questions as required    
  When man began to search the skies with improved telescopes, what he saw made him feel very 
small. Compared with the universe, Earth seemed to be just a tiny bit of dust. 
Earth is only a small planet on the edge of the Milky Way. The Milky Way, our galaxy, has 
roughly thirty billion stars like our sun. It is itself just one of about a hundred million galaxies in 
the known universe. 
Space is so great and distances are so great that there is a problem in measuring them. Instead of 
writing down all the zeros, we describe these distances in light-years. A light-year is the distance 
which light, moving at 186,326 miles per second, travels in one year. 
Our closest neighbor galaxy, Andromeda, is more than 900, 000 light-years away from Earth. 
 
 46.  Good telescopes showed men that ................  

1. the Milky Way is the only galaxy     
2-other galaxies are close to ours 
3. the sun is a large star in the Milky Way  

     4- the earth is a tiny part of the universe 
 47.  A galaxy is the name for ....................   . 
     1- large group of stars    2- the sun   
  3-planets like the earth    4- the universe we know 
 48.  In the Milky Way, we can see many ..........................   . 
       1- galaxies  2- Andromeda  3- universe 4- stars like our sun 
49.  Distances in the universe are measured  in ................   .  

1- miles  2- feet and inches 3- light-years  4- months and years 
50.  Our galaxy's closest neighbor is as far away as  light can  travel in .................   . 

1- a year  2- 900,000 years 3- a second  4- 186,000 seconds 
 
 
 
 
 

Total=40 

J.nojavan 
Advice is least heeded when most needed 
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I – Vocabulary 
A. Fill in the blanks with the words given.( one word is extra( 5 ) 
1-(  )2-(  )3-(  )4-(  )5-(  ) 

)5(Match the definition in column (A) with the words in column (B). There is one extra word in column(B). -B 
 

6-(    )7-(    )8-(     )9-(        )10-(          ) 
  

)3( C. Choose the correct choice. 

11-(         )12-(         )13-(          )14-(        )15-(        ) 16-(         )  
D- Fill in the blanks with a suitable word of your own.( the first letter is given ) ( 4) 

17-(   )18-(      )19-(          )20-(       ) 
 
II. Grammar  
A- choose the best answer(3 ) 
 21-(    )22-(       )23-(        )24-(         )25-(          )26-(          ) 
 

)4( Combine the following sentences with the words given in parentheses. -B 

  27- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. 
28- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------.  

 29- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. 
 30- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. 
  

)3( .Write the correct form of the verbs in parentheses -C 

31- (    ) 32-(    )33-(      ) 

III- Comprehension.(4) 
Sentence Comprehension : Read the following sentences and choose the correct choice. -A   

34-(   ) 35-(   ) 36-(         ) 37-(        ) 
B: Cloze Passage  

) 4( given . There is one extra word.Fill in the blanks with the words     

38-( )39-( )40-(      )41-(      )42-(    )43-(    )44-(    )45-(    ) 

)5C. Reading Comprehension: Passage (  
Read the following passages and answer the questions as required   

46-(       )47-(      )48-(          ) 49-(      )50-(     ) 
Total=40 

Advice is least heeded when most needed 

J.nojavnn 
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I – Vocabulary 
A. Fill in the blanks with the words given.( one word is extra( 5) 
1-(vehicle )2-( financial )3-(resources )4-( superior )  5-( extreme ) 

)5(Match the definition in column (A) with the words in column (B). There is one extra word in column(B). -B 

6-(   a )7-(   f )8-(   d  )9-(   e     )10-(    b      ) 
)3( C. Choose the correct choice. 

11-(  1     ) 12-( 1      ) 13- ( 3    ) 14-(  2   ) 15-( 3     ) 16-( 4   ) 
)4( Fill in the blanks with a suitable word of your own.( the first letter is given ) -D 

17-(transfer  )18-( base  )19-(    pole     )20-(     addiction ) 
II. Grammar  
A- choose the best answer(3 ) 
 21-(  2  )22-(  1     )23-(  4       )24-(    4     )25-(   2       )26-( 4         ) 

)4( Combine the following sentences with the words given in parentheses. -B 

27-  Even though Hassan studied a lot , He didn’t pass the test. 
28- Ali is going to enroll in aerobic classes  so that  He can be fit.  

 29- That dress was so expensive that  Mrs. Jones couldn’t buy. 
 30- We stopped to eat something since We were hungry. 

)3( Write the correct form of the verbs in parentheses. -C 

31- ( no to get up ) 32-( have been stolen )33-(  released  ) 

III- Comprehension.(4) 
Sentence Comprehension : Read the following sentences and choose the correct choice. -A   

34-(  4 ) 35-(  4  ) 36-(    2     ) 37-(   2     ) 
B: Cloze Passage  

) 4( Fill in the blanks with the words given . There is one extra word.    

38-(     2   )39-( 3    )40-(   2  )41-(   4 )42-( 1 )43-(  1 )44-(  2 )45-(  3) 

)5C. Reading Comprehension: Passage (  
Read the following passages and answer the questions as required   

46-(   4 )47-(  1    )48-(   4       ) 49-(   3     )50-(    2    ) 

                                                Total=40 

 Advice is least heeded when most needed 
 

J.nojavan 
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